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4Abstract
A review is given on the force density acting on matter
by an electromagnetic field, and the momentum of light in
dielectrics.
It is shown that the total force acting on a mirror
immersed in a dielectric fluid in the course of light reflec-
tion is time dependent, complicated and cannot be directly
interpretated as the total momentum flux (electromagnetic
plus mechanical) carried in the light pulse. However, the
total impulse delivered to the mirror is independent of the
details of the light pulse, and is found to be 2n(U/c)cos e
for a pulse with total energy U striking the mirror at an
angle 0, with the mirror being immersed in a medium of
phase refractive index n. This value agrees with the Jones-
Richards and Jones-Leslie experiments, which measured only
the impulse. The explicit form of the time varying force
for a small mirror is derived. The condition of approxi-
mation to a large mirror is discussed. In contrast to other's
(Poierls, 1977) prediction, the time integrated force on
such a large mirror does not balance the momentum change
of light except at normal incidence, because of the involve-
ment of acoustic wave.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
The theory of classical electrodynamics is by itself
complete and described by the Maxwell equations. However,
when an electromagnetic field is applied on matter, the
system sometimes turns out to be complicated. It involves
other branches of physics, such as thermodynamics, relativ-
ity and the theory of matter. One can still solve any phy-
sical problem from first principles, but it is not an easy
task. Simplified descriptions, either based on results of
relevant experiments, or other macroscopic considerations,
are prevalent in the regime of 'phenomological ele ctrody-
namic 4. Nevertheless, in some circumstances, choice and
adoption among them seem to be merely a matter of personal
attitude, especially when each of them showing both merit
and defects in various aspects. One cannot find a universally
accepted formulation of electrodynamics in dielectrics in
the literature, even those recently published. (o.g. Minkow-
ski, 1908, 1910; Abraham, 1909, 1910; Einstein and Laub,
1908; Pauli, 1922, 1958l; MMOiler, 1966; Landau and Lifshitz,
1960; Penfield and Haus, 1967; Robinson, 1966; Brevik, 1979)
So, it is not surprising why this aged problem is still
being studied. As long as one is not content with such
phenomological approaches, the final resort should be a
return to the justification from the microscopic theory.
One aspect of this controversy is the momentum of
light in dielectric medium. It must be realized at the
onset that there will be a mechanical disturbance travel-
2ling with the light pulse, and carrying mechanical momentum.
The term "momentum of light" is generally understood to
include the total momentum travelling with the pulse, and
therefore includes such mechanical momentum as well. So
the problem in turn depends on the force density acting on
matter by an electromagnetic field, whose time integral
gives the mechanical momentum associated with the light
pulse. Very recently, a convincing microscopic derivation
of the force density has been made (Lai, Suon and Young,
1981, 1982). It is consistent with the Helmholtz force,
which has good theoretical and experimental grounds in
electrostatics. The momentum found thus, seems to disagree
with the results of the radiation pressure in refractive
medium experiments (Jones and Richards, 1954; Jones and
Leslie, 1978). A deep interpretation of such experiments
is therefore necessary, to see whether those experimental
results can be linked with the momentum of light. This
is the central aim of this thesis; however, we shall
carry out the analysis by adopting a rather general form
of force density.
The plan of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 is a
historical review on related problems. Chapter 3 deals with
the microscopic derivation of the force density, and reviews
the theory due to Peierls (1976), and that due to Lai, Suen
and Young (1981, 1982). We also generalize it to dispersive
media, and an interesting macroscopic derivation of some aspects
of the force density based on the application of a multilayer
dielectric mirror in vacuum is given. Evaluation of momentum
3of light is carried out in Chapter 4. The mechanical
momentum going along with light is calculated by solving
the equation of motion for a fluid, a more accurate treat-
ment than others' (Gordon, 1973; Peierls, 1976, 1977;
Lai et al., 1982). In Chapter 5, we introduce the so-called
Jones-Richards and Jones-Leslie experiments, A general
interpretation of such experiments is given, and further
feasible, significant experiments are proposed in the last
chapter.
A major difference between our analysis of Jones'
type experiments and those given by others (Peierls, 1976,
1977; Brevik, 1979) is the inclusion of the pressure influ-
ence in all time scales on the mirror. It has been claimed
to be negligible because its magnitude is small for a short
pulse. Brevik (1979), moreover, stated that it is meaning-
less to speak about local hydrodynamics, because the inter-
molecular collision time is greater than the optical period
in general. But, particles with an induced electric dipole
moment respond to the relatively slowly varying cycle-
averaged squared electric field, and not to the field it-
self. So, hydrodynamic equations are applicable. Our
attitude is to solve them explicitly, discarding small
terms only at the end. The advantage is not to miss any
possible contribution in the total force on the mirror, We
shall show that the interference term between the incid-
ent and reflected beams really makes such a contribution.
Chapter 2
Historical Review
2.1 Minkowski and Abraham Alternatives for the Electro-
magnetic Enorgy-Momontum Tonaor
Vliat is the momentum of light in dioloctric medium?
This seemingly rathor plain question has its intrinsic com¬
plexity s and loads to many controversial ideas« A universally
accoptod expression has yot to be founds though a groat deal
of progress both in theoretical and experimental areas towards
its understanding has boon made by many contributors in recent
yearso On© can trace this dispute back to nearly eighty years
agop after He Minkowski (1908 1910) and M Abraham {190931910)
published their famous? different energy-momentum tensors of
the electromagnetic field in material medium respectively
They are in case the medium is at rest9 written as below




Vnoro S is the Poynting vector g is tho momentum density
X s-l and c is tho speed of light in vacuum
Abraham tensort denoted by
Xn vacuum
(2.2)
and their spatial components are
identical to the negative of the universally accepted Maxwell
stress tensor
(2.3)
in general and are different Seme important
features of the difference ar© as follows a
Symmetry is syram©trie bot is no 10
Momentum density t Tho two momentum densities are related by
whore n is the refractive index of the medium«
Force density t The force density acting on a dielectric
medium is given by
If there ar© no fro© charge and current? and the medium is




The extra term is sometimes called the
'Abraham force',
Another alternative for the energy-momentum tensor with
the two just mentioned is that put forward by Einstein and
Laub (1908). That is the one least supported in various
aspects of experiments among the three. Thus, we devote
little attention to it in this thesis.
2.2 Helmholtz Force Density
In electrostatics, the mechanical force on a non-magnetic
dielectric under an arbitrary electric field was given
by Helmholtz (1882).
(2.6)
which can be derived thermodynamically by the method of iso-
thermal virtual increment of the free energy (e.g. Landau
and Lifshitz, 1960). We assume no free charge, so the free
charge density PC is zero henceforth. The last term of (2.6)
is referred to as the electrostrictive force. It exists at
boundaries and where the electric field is homogeneous
its magnitude depends on the dielectric equation of state
(such as the Clausius--Mossotti equation) and usually >0,7
bp
As far as the total force is concerned, electrostriction
can be omitted for it vanishes after spatial integration
over the whole body when its boundary is field free or the
exterior is vacuum. But locally, there is detectable physical
change. When the dielectric is a fluid and under hydrostatic
equilibrium, electrostrictive force is balanced by the pressure
P, defined to be the same function of the mass density
and the temperature T as in the absence of electric field.
The refractive index n of the fluid, then, becomes a function
of space, its change An is proportional to P, and in turn
to the intensity of the field. Hakim and HighamJ s experiment
(1962) was to measure An, caused by an inhomogeneous static
field, and electrostriction was verified in this way.
Furthermore, electrostriction is responsible for one of
the mechanism for production of the non-linear optical phenom¬
ena, the 'self-action® of a light beam. The intensity depen¬
dent refractive index can lead to, e.g. self-focusing, self-
phase modulation of the beam® Nevertheless, generalization
of (2.6), which was derived thermodynarnically„ to time vary¬
ing case was not justified theoretically, until recently
(Lai, et al., 1981, 1982).
The Helmholtz force density differs from both Minkowski's
and Abraham's. They all have th© term but has
an additional term, the electrostriction, which depends on
spatial variation of th© field intensity, and has th©
'Abraham force8, which depends on time variation of th© field
intensity. However, they usually give th© same impulse to a
body.
A conjecture on the complete force density is that it
should include all the force terms, i.e. a combination of
the three expressions. In Chapter 3, we shall so© this is
correct.
2,3 Several Related Controversial Problems
Some subjects of controversy, including various points
of view and some relevant experiments on this issue are
summarized briefly here®
(l) Minkowski s tensor is not symmetric, implying non—conser¬
vation of angular momentum0 It has been argued (Moller, 19665
Penfield and Haus, 1967) that besides the electromagnetic
tensor, there is an associated mechanical counterpart® The
whole system consists of these two parts, so conservation
of one part of the angular momentum cannot be a fundamental
issue. In addition, Israel (1978) and Kranys (1979) claimed
the split into subsystems is arbitrary, and these two electro¬
dynamics are equivalent, but this is disputed by Novak (l98o)»
(2) Other extra criteria have been proposed, such as (von
Laue. 1950s M011er, 1972) requiring that the transformation
of the energy propagation velocity should be
like that of a particle mass® According to this criterion,
only the Minkowski tensor is acceptable, because of the
vanishing of the force density in homogeneous matter, Never¬
theless, it was found (Brevik, 1979) that the Abraham tensor
also fit it well if the mechanical momentum associated with
the light pulse is included into consideration,,
(3) The spatia.1 components of the energy—momentum tensor is
the total momentum flux (electromagnetic plus mechanical)®
If the medium is isotropic, then so they predict
the same total momentum density of light But, Abraham 1s
theory claims there is a mechanical part
contrast to the prediction that the momentum is purely
electromagnetic from Minkowski's theory. However, it has been
shown (Skobel'tsyn, 1973; Lai, 1981, 1982) that it is incon¬
sistent to adopt as the electromagnetic momentum density,,
by examples of angular momentum flow between static fields
and dielectrics.
(4) Kluitenberg and do Groot (1935) claimed that Abraham's
momentum density, but not Minkowski's is consistent with the
thermodynamic laws,
(3) Direct measurements of the 5 Abraham force' at low frequencies
have been done (Walker, Lahoz and Walker, 1975; Walker and
Walker, 1979; Lahoz and Graham, 1979) It has been argued that
at optical frequencies, the fast varying 'Abraham force' will
be no more observed (Brevik, 1979? 1982) 0
(6) Del icate experiments for measuring the impulse given to
a mirror after a light beam reflection were performed (Jones
and Richards, 1954j Jones and Leslie, 1978)® Their results
seem to be directly proportional to the refractive index
(more precise, the latter experiment suggest it should be-
the phase index) of the liquid, and were claimed as an evidence
of supporting Minkowski's tensor (Jones, 1978; Brevik, 19799
1982)® The naive argument on these experiments is that the
momentum change of the light puis© is balanced by the reflectort
as in vacuum,, But we shall see it is more complicated than
that. Actually, a careful look into the problem reveals that
10
the Jones-Leslie experimental result is inconsistent with
that predicted from Minkowski's momentum density D X B.
Explanation of this and a complete, cogent interpretation
of this type of experiment will be made in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
(7) An outward bulging of the liquid surface as a light beam
passes through it has been observed (Ashkin and Dziedzic9
1972). It has been claimed that this effect is predicted
from Minkowski' s momentum. Later, it was realized that the
mechanism of this phenomenon is due to the lateral force
of the finite width beam (Lai and Young, 1976), and is
therefore not directly related to the momentum in plane wave,
(8) Recently, a rapid and exciting progress has been achieved
by a microscopic derivation, to clarify ideas from a more
fundamental concept (Lai, et al., 1981, 1982). This theory
suggests both Minkowski's and Abraham's are inadequate phy-
sically. They do not include the electrostrictive force
term, so fM and fA do not reduce to f when the fields become




Microscopic Derivation of Force Density
A key point of discriminating formulations of energy-
momentum tensor is based on how physical their force densities
are. Also, any observed phenomena on their verification are
always relating to the force on matter by an electromagnetic
field, A sound expression of force density is urged, and a
credible approach is from the microscopic theory.
3.1 Peierls's theory
Though earlier attempts at the microscopic derivation
of the force density have been made, e.g. Gordon's work
(1973) on deriving it to first order term in ( - ), we
begin with Peierls's theory (1976) and later see what incom-
pleteness the theory contains, and then review the work by
Lai, Suen and Young (1981, 1982),
Peierls's starting point was to evaluate the interaction
between each induced electric dipole LL and the effective
fields acting on the dipole (effective field is the micro-
scopic field minus the contribution from the dipole itself),
The usual expression is
(3.l)
The macroscopic magnetic field is just 'felt' by each
atom, because the matter is non-magnetic. On general grounds,
the derivative on components of effective field Eeff at the
site of an atom (denoted by the symbol 'o') can be written
in terms of macroscopic field E and two
dimonoionleoo coefficient
(3.2
where P ie the polarisation. Putting this into (3.1) and
aoouming )E, i®o. no dispersion® The forco per unit
volume was found by Poiorls to tho oocond order in
(3.3
In ffoneral0 tho paranotors and dopoiid on tho constitution
properties of the medium9 but a fluid satisfying tho CXausiuc
Mossotti relation. and
'were both found to be l5
In caso of static fiolds differs from (2,6
except when i because can be evaluated from
the Clausius—Mossatti relation
(3.)
Peloris ascribed this discrepancy to th© evaluation of
tho parameters under an assumption of irusaobility
of ©very atom during a eyclo5 so f is claimed to b© valid
at high frequency© However9 it is not difficult to so© that
tho frequency is essentially irrelevant® Tho forco density
is proportional to th© square of the field® So provided we
average over several eycloo only tho time seal© of intensity
variation affoots the fore© density® In other words9 a high
frequency wave of constant intensity should not cause a
13
different fluid motion as compared to a static field. Thus,
a discropancy between Poiorla'a theory and Helmholtz's
theory remains. Moreovor, fP is not curl frog, so it cannot
be written as a gradient in other fiords it cannot be balanced
by hydrostatic pressure P. This proporty is p©culiar, and
rather unphysical.
3.2 Lai, Suen and Young's Theory
Lai, Suon and Young (1981, 1982) discovered that besides
the electromagnetic force found by Peiorl s acting on the
molecules in the dielectric, there is a mochanical force
with the same order of magnitude. This mechanical force is
due to the modification of the two particle density in the
presence of the electric field and the conoequont changes
to the collision forces o The su'n of these two forcos is
shoun to givo f in static case„ They evaluated these two
forces, to second order of E as follo*ja
The momontu balance equation fOr a dielectric fluid
consicting of a single species of roloculos in case of
electrostatics is
(3.5)
whoro PN: number donsity of particle,
m: mass of a particle,
V: macroscopic fluid velocity,
(K)
71: kinetic pressure stress,
Fr: external force on a particle at r, hero,( ) Eoxt
X12(r,r'): intormolocular force density acting on a particle
at r duo to another particle at r
two particl© density, normalized to
whoro N io tho total nusubor of particle.
conoiots of two parts, ono is tho dipolo dipolo
interaction ' and tho other part io tho short rango intor-
particlo collision forco Thoy are described by potentials
and roonoctivolv
13 o 6
From that ;is round to bo
(3.7)
whoro
Tho collicion potent! al has tho DroDorty that
Tho interactlor is rivon by
Tho two particl© density has the fona
{ 3 o B)
which can b© writton ac io the change or
tho two particlo density in tho presence ot th© el© c t rcoagne tic
field0 and to order
(3.9;





W© have eriven up the term for it is higher
4- h o ri a a atiH nr»H Dr n f
From (3.7), (3.8) caid (3»9) s (3.H) is evaluated to be
(3.13
From (37) and (3 9)» (3-12) is evaluated to be
(3.1'F
Assume no dispersion, )E and static fields? then
[3.1!
So? the Helmholtz force density is derived microscopically
In addition, the bracket term in (310) was shown to be PQ,
where PQ is the same pressure function of p and T as in the
absence of electric field®
To generalize f to time varying field? first? the force
acting on each dipole by th© magnetic field should be Included
now, and it is simply
(3.16
and added into (3,13)• Secondly, vo nood to clarify under
what timo scales and contribute into th© fore© density.
Obviously, oxists only when tha timo interval between
intorparticlo collisions is much smaller than tho persiotonco
of the applied fiold© Othorwioo, it is meaningless to talk
about Thoro aro threo distinct cases givon by Lai, Suon
md Young (l9S2)0 Tirao scaloo involved are Tct collision
period, depending on temperature field oscillation
seriod and Tji typical intensity variation time©
Case both and are included.
Case (2)s same as case (l) but th© field quantities
re spoused by each particle ±0 th© average value o7c r TCts
denoted by()©
Case (3)% Tho force is purely electromagnetic
it ±0 easily shown that (3»19) is equilivent to (3©3) where
we put Thorofore, Poierlo's force density is only
valid to time scales of case (3)» Among these throe cases,
(2) is the most common one encountered in experiments.
In Jones-Richards and Jones-Leslio experimonta,
the optical oscillating period,
i
05 and for liquids,
Thus, VG will concentrate our discussion on tho
category of caso (2) later on,
3.3 Generalization to Dispersive Mod in
We have assumed the fluid is froo from dispersion in
the above consideration, i.e. to the caso when the field is
strictly monochromatic or for low froquoncioo. In actual
situation, dispersion doos exist We make a generalisation
of the forco density to a dispersive, but still non-magnetic,
isotropic and non-absorbing medium under a quasi-monochromatic,
quasi-plane wave
We should bo aware that the final concern in our discussion
about tho forco density is its time integral from infinite
past, to obtain the mechanical momonturn travelling along
with the light pulse® So, the effect of th© switching on of
tho pulse cannot bo neglected Wo must keep terms up to order
of 1Ts in our derivation, where co'is the spectral band¬
width of tho wave and Ts is tho period of its switching on
From (313)9 (31) and (33-6), th© force density is
(3.20;
Th© spectral representation of th© ©lectric field E(rftj is
where 00= CO(k) and C C® means complex conjugate.





The ©loctric susceptibility 9 now, is no longer a constant
to all harmonic components of the electric field, but a
frequency dependent value. Tho polarization is
Expand




The second torn is the first term correction due to dispersion
The magnetic field is written in a similar manner
(3.25)
Since can be found to bo
!3.261
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where we havo dropped higher derivative on E than the firs,
to keep terms only to the order of Cu.
(3.2o) to got
(3030)
We havo the relations
where n and n9 is tho phase and group rofractivo index
rospectivoly, such that c/n = /ke and c/ng= ke
(3.30) can be written as
(3.31)
If we put n= n v then (331) ia conoiotont with (318
Note that| E°| represents the maximum amplitude., i.o.
3.4 Notes on the Force Denoitv
In generalj, we can write tho forco donoity expression go
(3.32
which includes nany practical casoo, where and
arc functions of c. Their explicit forms according
to Minkowski83$ Abraham0s and generalized Helmholta5 s (dis¬
persive and non-disporoive) theories aro listed below (Table
3.1). We note that to tho function a constant can be
addod to it without any change of (332) but not tho functions
and













We assume the medium satisfies tho Clausius- Mossotti relation
35 Discussion on ri(C')
All theories ivo th© ©am© bo it io out of controversy.
In electro statics on© can dorive tills function by the method
of virtual displacement of a dielectric olafo partially
immersed in a condenser® (e«g« Reiiss and Milford9 1967)
B©lo¥9 we present another derivation of this function based
on unambiguous momentum transfer to a reflector from a light
beam in vacuum to check whether its form io definite model
independent®
First w© introduce the quarterwav© multilayer mirror
(©„g. Fow1@s9 1972)8 which is a stack of thin films ©ach with
a thickness do Th© structure is a periodic alternation of a
low-index file and a high—index film Th© total
number of films is 2N A© a plane wave with wave¬
length incident ©a it normally th© reflected electric
field on it© surface is
As N tends to infinity and reflectivity tends t©
unity® It differs from a perfect conductor on which surface
at normal incidence®
The ©loctric field at th© common boundary of th© m file
and the film is
when






Fig;® 3el A multilayer dielectric mirror®
Apply (3©32; to evaluate the total Force en the multi¬
layer dielectric which is placed is vacuum® The term
do not contribute since 0 and at the lowest layer
The can also ho omitted as w© consider its time integral®
As mentioned b©for©9 a constant can be added to without
any alteration© Vo sot
Tho downward force acting on the dielectric mirror is thus
Xt is well known that tho momentum of light in vacuum is Uc?
where U is tho total energy of fh© light pulse® After the
reflection of tho light boom? the dielectric must gain an






EL and H are indepondent, since the derivation is valid
whoncver nL nH. The two sides of (3.34) must be equal a
It is also valid that we choose l = , and be any dioloctric
constant Sinco we have set o ( o) = the constant C is so
-l/2. We finally get
which is given by all thoories.
Unlike ( ) and ( ) 4 , ( ) is incontrovertible. Laterg we
will see that the has a definite relation with ( ) if
one specify the electromagnetic momentumm density of a light
pulse in dielectrics. Section 4.3 will deal with that relation,
The above evaluation also gives us an introductory awaro-
ness of why Minkowaki' s force density is often claimed to be
a convenient expression despite its incompleteness. The reason
is that the extra terms( proportional to( and) do not
contribute to the total impulse (i.e. integral over time
and space.
Chapter k
Moment ten of Light in Dielectrics
Wo will 3©© that momentum of light in dielectrics® i«o«
the part of momentum flux travelling with the electromagnetic
pulse consists of a mechanical part in addition to the firmly
electromagnetic part A correct expression of fore© density
is essential for its evaluation0 On tho other hand® the raotioi
of fluid is governed by hydrodynamic equations® so it is
noceesary for us to writ© thorn out first,
41 Equation of Motion for Fluid
Th© linearized equation of motion for homogeneous fluid
under an arbitrary electromagnetic field is
(4.1)
whore v is the fluid velocity® and P© is tho sam© pressure
function when the fiold is off0 Put ouch thai
Then th© terms In the equation of motion for v are all
gradients® it follows that
Wo obtain th© wave equation for from tho continuity equation,
equation of state and (h 1) 6
(4.2
whilo th© explicit form of ±8
(.3)
where va is th© acoustic velocity, and the intensity 1 io,
in th© case of a beam travoiling in tho direction.
For th© function Pq0 th© corresponding uavo equation is
h9 2 Mechanical Momentum Going alop.g with Light
(42) and (43) describe the mechanical momentum flow
within a homogeneous fluid Solution wo are interest©d in
is th© part associated with a light pulse® Tho past evaluations
on this by others (Gordon, 1973a Polaris, 197{?!977s Lai ©t al,
1982) have neglected th© pressure change9 ico® to drop tho
Laplacian term in (42)9 then solution is trivial® Here, a
more exact solution is intended, to s©g if there is any
modification® For simplicity tho problem bo comes 011© dimension¬
al when th© incoming light is a plane wave® We introduce
inital conditions 2
(z5»5)
The general solution for a typical one-dimensional wave
equation is
whoro g-(zpt) is th© function in th© RJI.S. of (42)• After
integration? on© obtain©
It is clear that th© occurrence of th© two waves propagating
at acoustic velocity is for the satisfaction of the inital
conditions (c5) which has no specific physical meaning
for such a gsudden appearance§ of th© field® Tboy arc well
separated from th© light pulse as t±m® gooe ©a? and thus they
roally do not enter our problem® ¥e discard the two terns
argument©d with and other terms of order of
Tho mechanical momentum density travelling with th© electro
magnetic puis© is therefore found to be
g. is found with no significant cliff ©rone© from that
given by the method of neglecting pressure change®
The situation of a finite width beam is not discussed
herohowovor9 approximation to plane wave is valid when¬
ever the beam width is much greater than th© wavelength®
4»3 Momentum of Light in Dielectric®
Addition of the mechanical momentum density round above
to the electromagnetic part givoo tho total momentum density
associated with tho pulso®
It is argued (Gordon 1973$ Poiorls 1976$1977$ Lai ot al•
1982) that the Abraham0 o moment tan density i© actually tho
electromagnetic part
(4.s;
Combine (47) and (k0B)
(4.9]
Another derivation of is to apply the force density
to a vacuumed!electric boundary whore there is a step change
©f (Wong and Young 1977$ Lai ot al019$2). Tho not momentum
flux on that surface should just be the surface force given
by (3.32) (i e„ the integral of 3©32 across a discontinuity}
and th© momentum flux in vacuum is well known® In tho case of
normal incidence the downward force p©r unit aroa is
where is th© transmitted electric field, and are
the incident and reflected momentum flux in vacuum respectively
and can be found from the equation of reflection in torus of
Th© transmittod momentum flux should b© equal the momentum
density times the velocity of propagations ±«e th© group
velocityo
Finally? we find that
('.10)
Equate (4.9) and (4.10), a relation
(4.n;
is obtained® We hav© shown that has an unambiguous value
so (koil) bocoaos




Tfhoro Tor a fluid satisfying the
CIauoins-Mooso11i relation
The energy density of electromagnetic field in dispersive
medium (see Appendix) is
(4.13)
Sog the overall momentum of light is
(4.14)
where U is the total energy.
This expressionP the actual momentum of light differs from





- > A  *
G :1s understood as the electromagnetic part only and
consistent with the assumption of effective mass m for a photon
such that < s u/c = G n /c«era g
We also note that even if the electrostrictive force
( jS(6) = 2 &p ) were to be excluded from G (4*14), it still 
/ *
does not reduce to G  except when : s n e
S
* If u is given by-T^ = -T^ = ~(E*D 4* H ”B), then GA=(u/nc)©^ j
~>M / / \AG a(nU/c)e * However,, the correct energy density should be
25
- 3  0 -
(*.13).
Chapter 5
Experiments of Radiation Pressure
in Refracting: Medium
To verify the momentum of light in dielectrics experimentally
the radiation pressure( actually, 'pressure® due to radiation
as well as hydrodynamic pressure) on a test body have been
measured, In this chapter, w© introduce such experiments and
their results, which may act, indirectly9 as an criterion of
adopting any formulation of energy-momentum tensor
51 Jones-Richards Experiment
Th© Jones-Richards (J«R) experiment (195) is th© first
report claiming to have observed the radiation pressure in a
refracting medium Th© principle was to shine light from a
tungsten source normally upon a metallic van© lightly suspended
in a liquid within a glass container (Fig 5l)® Two sides of
th© van© were illuminated asymmetrically to create a fore©
couple, and th© angular deflection was measured by means of
an optical lever amplifier Typically, the angle of deflection
is of the order of 10 radian In practice, such an experiment
involves many technical problems© Noise or other factors will
seriously disturb th© suspension Th© main difficulty they
tackled was to reduce th© convection current (particle drift
due to temperatur© nonunlformity and gravity) Reflectivity
of the small rhodium-plated silver vane( area 52 mm and
thickness 0lmm) they used was 08, so quit© a relative large
portion of incoming energy unavoidably became heat in the
mirror If the heat-up is not uniform throughout th© surface,
or lacking geometrical symmetry along its axis of deflection.
a non-zero torqu© will result• The apparatus was designed to
be as small as possible with good thermal conductivity, and
the points of illumination on the van© were switched alter¬
nately on its two sides i»©» to set up an oscillation of
them at either positions AA® or positions BB® (Fig 52)
Th© switching period was regulated by a chopping disk Th©
period was 1 second, so the length of each pulse, was about
half a second
After taking all factors into account, they got th©
corrected ratio of vane deflection in a sajnple fluid to
that in air for six kinds of liquid, i9e9 th© corrected
radiation pressure ratio„ which is defined as
In Table wo se© that every corrected pressure ratio R
differs from the refractive index, the mean value over the
spectral frequency of tungsten light, for that liquid with
discrepancy lesser than th© overall experimental r«m s
error
Jones and Richards concluded that the radiation pressure
bo in direct proportion to the refractive index for the
medium surrounding the mirror van©, within an experimental
error of+_ ±02%0 Nevertheless, it is not clear about which
one of refractive index, the phase index or the group index,
it should be.
The naive argument on this experiment is that the momen¬
tum change of the light beam is balanced by the mirror, so
the corrected pressure ratio is just the ratio of th© momentum
of light in the liquid to that in aire In connection with our
theory, this experimental result seems not coincident with
the expression we have derived for the momentum of light in
dielectrics (e,g, for water, the pressure ratio should be
0,97 according to 4.14 and this naive argument). Likewise,
Abraham's momentum (4,15) is not favoured by it, Minkowski's
momentum (proportional to n in non-dispersive medium, but to
in dispersive medium) is the one not yet excluded by
the J-R experiment because it is not accurate enough to dis¬
tinguish n from A later experiment by Jones and Leslie
(1978) played a critical determination of this.
Fig, 5«1 Radiation pressure optical arrange¬
ments: C, chopping disks; F, lamp
filament; v, vane.










































(Extracted from Table 1 of Jones-Richards6s paper? 1954)
Ratio of radiation pressure in liquid to that in air and
its discrepancy from the refractive index.
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5.2 Jones-Leslie Experiment
The Jones-Leslie (J-L) experiment (1978) is a repetition
of the J-R experiment with modifications and improvments in
the instruments, to yield more than tenfold in precision.
The light source used then was a 151nW helium-non laser,
and two light spots of diameter 0.6 mm hit on the sides of
vane alternately with a period I-- 3 seconds. The setup
(Fig-5.3) was feasible at either normal or oblique Incidence
and was also capable of varying the plane of polarization.
A thing worthy to be noticed is the use of a multilayer
coated mirror vane of area 5 X 2.5 mm2 and thickness 0.1 mm.,
with a high reflectivity 0.9985. This evokes a little concern
in theoretical works we deal with later, for the electromag-
netic field configuration for a multilayer coated mirror
and a metallic conductor are not identical, as we have shoi-m
in section 3.5.
Their results are si mmari z od in Table 5.2 and Table
5.3. It is shown that for a liquid, the radiation pressure
ratio is well consistent with its phase refractive index.
The discrepancies R c- n lie within corresponding expor-
mental errors, except a slight deviation for the liquids
CCl and toluene. it is also obvious that both n and n2 /n
g g
differ from the radiation pressure to an extent exceeding
the limits of precision considerably for every sample liquid.
On the whole, they concluded that the radiation pressure
is shown to increase in direct proportion to the phase
refractive index for the liquids investigated, within an
accuracy of about 0.05%. Furthermore, there is no sign
of dependence of the observed radiation
pressure on the state of polarization in oblique incidence,at
least up to angles of 2G, (Table 5«3 and last column of Table
52, all the ratios R.r do not show any significant deviation
from unity)•
This conclusion can bo supported by Minkowski's momen¬
tum in nondispersive case (n=n)« However, a careful consid¬
oration leads to the inconsistency between thorn, because th©
prediction based on D X B on R should b© n n Thus, the
Jones-Leslie experimental result is not suggested by Minkow¬
ski? s momentum, though one can argue that it is still implied by
Minkowski's energy-mimentum tensor (see th© footnote in page
30)•
Tho discrepancy between these experimental results and
the actual expression of total momentum of light (414) is
essentially a need of theoretical investigation on such
experiments, to see to what extent these experiments can
measure the real momentum of light« In the next chapter,
we shall see that th© actual impulse is much complicated
i
than the naive argument that it is simply th© momentum
change of light
polarization
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(Data extracted from Tabl0 1 and Table 2 of J ones—Leslie5s paper,1978)
In Table 5,2, R is the ratio of radiation pressure in a
liquid to that in air at 6.4° angle of incidence.
and are the discrepancies, to
check the compatibility of R with different theories.
is the ratio of radiation pressures, at incidence,





























(Extracted from Table 3 of Jones—Leslie's paper, 1978)
Ratio of radiation pressures in benzene at different angles
of incidence, perpendicularparallel polarization to plane
of incidence.
Chaptor 6
Theoretical Investigation of Jones's Type Experiment
No vagueness arises about momentum balance during light
reflection in vacuum. In dielectrics the situation is very
different. Besides the electromagnetic field the medium it¬
self is capable of transferring mechanical momentum to the
reflector. This point is crucial to interpret results of any
experiment designed to detect the momentum of light in a
medium such as Jones's, In this chapter we shall analyse
such experiments in detail. Others(Gordon 1973; Peierls,
1976 1977) have worked on this for particul ar cases but
here, a more general theory is intended,¥© firstintroduce
Gordon's and Peierls's contributions to point out their merit
and where a further theoretical investigation is necessary.
Moreover momentum involved in a such reflection must
include the motion of fluid. Thus it is necessary for us
to scrutinize the problem by examining the hydrodynamic
equations as well as the electromagnetic stress.
6,1 Gordon's Interpretation
In a pro- Abraham paper Gordon (1973) interpreted the
J-R experiment as a measurement of' pseudomomentuiri9
rather than its true electromagnetic momentum
He considered the case of low frequency so as to neglect
dispersion. Also discussion was restricted to isotropic
non-magnetic dielectrics. He began with the time dependent
force density on matter given by Landau and Lifshitz (i960)
the same as the Helmholtz one augmented by the scaler PQ
which is the same pressure function when the field is off
and the Abraham term.
(6,1)
6.2)where
is given in (1• X)
Gordon argued that undor a steady state conditions, or when
on the surface of any object9 the excess pressure PQ on
that surface would b© in hydrodynamic equilibrium and main¬
tains the value
(6.3)
The first condition for the validity of the argument9i©
steady state9 is well realised in electrostatic fields»
but the second one on surface) is not so straight¬
forwardly accepted to be correct 0 on surface is true
for some particular situation of reflection, ege. normal
incidence on a conductor Moreover, in transient state,
acoustic signal may exist somewhere on the surface, even
though vanishes there® So, have a value different
from (6 o 3) This can be easily understood when one thinks
of the non-zero tangential fluid velocity on the surface®
We shall re-oxamin© this condition and a detailed analysis
is made later.
When (63) is satisfied, as xii felio J«R and J 03tp0re5'
ira©nts9 their long time scales permit an approximation of
steady state, then the first term of (62) vanishes and
becomes In addition, and ar© related by
(6A)
Assume is homogeneous everywhere, except the space occupied
by th© object Integrate (6) over the volume outside S„ the
surface of the object®
6= 5!
where n points outward. Also, integrate (6.1) over the
volume inside S.
; 6.6)
Substituting (6.5) into (6.6)9 one gets
(6.7)
In steady state situation, or when there is no field inside
S, th© second term in (6.7) disappears. If this is not th©
case, it still vanishes after integration over time. The
fore© dV is balanced by an external force, to keep the
body stationary. This force appears to be equal the rate of
change of pseudomornentum outside S. Th© prime assump¬
tions throughout the derivation are steady state and contin¬
uous homogeneous fluid, that is, to neglect any boundary
effect„ The fore© expression (6.1) has been shown to be applic¬
able in optical oscillating field, as long as dispersion is
not considered (Lai ot al ,9X982), Gordon9© interpretation
is valid in th© absence of dispersion so (6,7) is not able
to explain th© result of the J—L experiment (section 5«2)»
Gordon1s theory claims the non-observibility of electro-
strictive force owing to the compensation by the excess
pressure in its equilibrium value.
6,2 Peierls3 s Interpretation
Though Peiorls s fore© density is true only for ultra¬
short pulses( much shorter than collision time in th© fluid)
which we do not consider here his interpretation on light
reflection problem is still worthy to be mentioned. However0
we shall set th© two coefficients and in all
equations in his papers(1976? 1977)9 to make them consistent
with th© Holmholtz force,
He evaluated th© prompt impulse due to th© normal com¬
ponent of the electromagnetic stress on the mirror from a
puis© of any shape with total energy U« Let be the angle
of incidence, and assume the electric field vector to b© in
th© plane of incidence. This prompt contribution is
(6,8;
Alsop Peierls evaluated the deposited mechanical momentum
near the mirror due to th© volume integral of the force
density over a region, chosen to be the volume V9 a half—
cylinder of large radiuss (Fig 6,1), Such
choice of integration region is to avoid its boundary to
Figfi»6oi The integration
rofrion.
bisect the incoming and outgoing pulse obliquely® Tho deposited
momentum is
Th© further propagation of this deposited momentum ±s
described by hydrodynamic equations? on© half of it will
travel backward and th© other half is upwardo If the mirror
is perfectly rigid and large,? all tho backward deposited
momentum has been received by it, then the total impulse
imparted to the mirror is the sum of (608) and {69)9 just
balances th© momentum change of the light packet But, in
general? wo may regard tho puis© as th© source of the
deposit©d momentum. This source has a size given by the
pulse length which is usually much larger than the
mirror® Thus on© must expect that the deposited momentum
will propagate to a region even larger, and not all of it
will be reflected by th© mirror® In fact? the fraction of
momentum reflected by the mirror will depend on geometry®
Moreover, this momentum? if generated at a certain distance
s from the mirror, arrives only after time delay
that the time dependence of the force is not the same as
the time dependence of the electromagnetic energy U strik¬
ing the mirror.
However, it is still not clear about several aspects
of the deposited momentum. Except at normal incidence,
Deposit solely due to the interference term between the
incident and reflected beams, whoa© contribution is
Therefor©, it is dubious whether the entire mechanical
momentum deposited in fluid and eventually affecting- the
mirror has been considered as the volume integral is only
over a definite region Vf which though enclosing the inter¬
ference region completely (Fig, 6,1), The outside part of
V may play a significant contribution, the division of fluid
into two parts is not so reasonable, Instead, if ve choose
a very large volume of integration, such that at all time
concerned the electromagnetic fields is within it, then.
the sum of Gzprompt and GZ Deposit Will just balance the electro-
magnetic momentum change only because we are dealing with
a system consisting of two subsystemss the mirror and the
whole fluid. The mirror, of course, would not measure such
an impulse. It is vague to argue the force acting on tho
mirror by the fluid via tho evaluation of deposited momentum.
In the theory given below, we do not follow this way, but
to evaluate the explicit form of pressure contribution.
6.3 Preliminary Argument
Before going into rigorous derivation, we have a pre¬
liminary argument on seeing how the time integrated force
can b© related to the total momentum associated with light,
A mirror is situated at somewhere inside an infinite
continuum of fluid, A light beam is incident and reflects
back on its one side. The entire system has three parts:
light beam (l)9 including the mechanical momentum travelling
along with it; fluid whose motions are in the form of acoustic
signals (A), which are involved because the non-vanishing
of the body force on fluid by the fields; and the reflector
(r). The momentum change of the whole system must be zero
at any time, their normal components with respect to the
plane of mirror
In general9 one reason being the asymmetry of the
fields in two sides of the mirror. So9 it is obvious that
is not simply identical to a1ways, because the
participation of sound waves, Xn other words, measuring the
impulse delivered to a mirror does not give the momentum
of light generally.
b.k Force on Mirror
We assume a continuum of dielectric fluid with
inside which a rigid mirror is put. As before, the fluid is
assumed to be homogeneous,, isotropic, non-polar and non-
magnetic•
The force density on the fluid by an electromagnetic
field oscillating faster than9 but intensity varying slower
than the fluid response has been shown to be of the form
(332). We write it again here.
(3.32}
where and are functions of permittivity
In the calculations below9 we specify wh i e h
is given by all theories, but do not specify the other two.
About the force density, a point is stressed: it is valid
inside the fluid9 but may be inapplicable to the test body,
A metallic conductor is an example of its futility due to
the presence of free charge and current.
We visualize a fictitious infinitesimal thin layer of
non-magnetic and non-electric (n= 1) fluid on the boundary
surface of the mirror. Label this layer as fluid 2, while
the outer one is fluid 1 (Fig, 6,2), Introduction of this
layer does not change the physical situation, but brings
convenience in theoretical calculations.













Fig, 63 The direct! on of polarization of the
incident beam A similar figure for
the reflected beam.
where n points outwards® S2 is the surface integral on the
mirror and is evaluated at fluid 2® Because fluid 2 is not
dielectric (i®o® n=l) 9 the stress tensor is unambiguously
the Maxwell one
where all the field vectors are at fluid 2©
W© transform the pressure surface integral at fluid 2 (S2) to
at fluid 1 (Si) by integrating the equation of motion
over an infinitesimal volume across their common boundary©
We also use the boundary conditions on field vector©9 to yield:
6 ©12
where E is the normal component of the electric field at the
n
boundary® W© consider a mirror for which no electromagnetic
property other than perfect reflectivity is assumed© A light
beam impinges on it obliquely with angle of incidence 0 and
is reflected back® The direction of polarization is arbitrary®
At z=0, let and b© the angles of the incident and re¬
flected electric fields relative to the y-axis
respectively (Fig® 63)
Th© x-z plan© is chosen on the plan© of reflection, and
the z-axis bisects the two beams and points outiard fron
th© mirror, Moreover, we assume plan© wave approximatior







Substituting' (6«13)» {6elk) into (6012) and the explicit
form of (60il) into{ 6 o 10) 9 one gets the normal force
on the mirror
In particular case? the electric field is on th© piano
of incidence, th© second term of RH«S, of (6.15) becomes
(6.8), the 'prompt1 contribution of force in Peiorls® s theory.
We do not argue the pressure term from th© concept of deposited
momentum, but to evaluate it explicitly. Its calculation
depends on geometry of mirror and time scales
6.5 Impulse to an Infinite Large Mirror
Now, w© proceed to evaluate the impulse to an infinite
large mirror. The dielectric is assumed to be largely extended9
th© distance from its top surface to the mirror is d. When
light passes through a liquid surface, acoustic wave will
usually occur and propagate downwards. Such generated wave
depends on details of the surface, and has a time delay dva
to arrive at the mirror® We should not include the contribution
of this wave into our evaluation, because it certainly can¬
not be counted in th© momentum associated with light. Other¬
wise, it will confuse th© final calculations«
Suppose d is large, such that any boundary effect can
be neglected within the time interval of light reflection
and measuring the impulse to the mirror® Tim© scales must
satisfy
(6.16)
where is the pulse length, T is th© upper limit of the
time integral of th© force on the mirror. The time variable
t is chosen to b© zero when th© peak of th© pulse reaching
the mirror. The inequality is for the fact that
the time integral must at least cover the whole history of
the pulse. If (6.16) is satisfied, then th© acoustic waves
generated during light beam entering or leaving th© medium
will never be taken into our consideration. Take the limit
that d tends to infinity, th© dielectric becomes semi—infinite,
however, (6l6) must be fulfilled.
According to Peiorls's interpretation, th© impulse to
an infinite large mirror should just balance th© momentum
change of light.
To evaluate da in (6.15), we begin with the linearizec
non-viscous hydrodynamic equation of motion for liquids
(6,17)
Each quantity in this equation is function of space and time
We make a change of the time variables and denote
this change of time variable by the symbol One should note








Combine (6.18) and (6.19) integrate it over the whole
volume of fluid.
6.20]
The surface integral S has two parts? on© is on the mirror? SI
at where and the other one is on the upper
boundary of til© fluid. Because of the condition (6.16)? the
fluid boundary surface integral vanishes. Finally? we get
(6.21
which is expected? because the infinite large mirror receives
fore© disturbances at all points inside the fluid as a super¬
position of them at retarded times. Of course? (6.21) is not
a general solution to other cases of mirror,?
Together with (6.15) and (6.2l)9 to obtain
;6,22)
To evaluate the volume integral of for
convenience? two new sets of co-ordinate are introduced?
and They are transformed
according to
Thusf the intensities are
The force density along the z axis is
(6.23
whore
We consider term bv term to see which on© makes contribution
in the volume Integral.We drop terms of the order of
To the term proportional to wo have
of which tho volume integral is
sin
These two terms cancel each other after integration, a similar
situation to the reflected beam
The interference ten
(6.24
and so b© neglected.
Integrate the force on the mirror (6.22) over the history
of th© puis© (i.e. from minus infinity to T)• Assume the
interference region localizes near the mirror surface9 so
( 6.2 5'
However if th© reflection is ©xactly normal5 then th© extenl
of th© interference region is approximately from th®
mirror surface9(6.25) is still valid whenever T is greater
than (this does not contradict with 6.16)
The volume and time integral of 4 «s f-i nnl 1 -tr
to b©
(6 o 26
Put (6.26) into the time integral of (6.22) to obtain
wher© U ±3 th© total energy of the light puis
It is important to not© that P does not cancel th© electro
strictive terni, but only the interference part f and only in
the time average®
The term inside th© brace bracket in (627) is identified
to be the total momentum associated with th© light pulse (4cl4
The second term corresponds tc in the preliminary argu«
ment (section 63) and not predicted in Pei©rXss theory®
This term vanishes when©= 0® Here 9 we conclude that only in
normal reflection will th© momentum given to th© infinite large
mirror iust balance th© momentum change of th© light pulse®
In addition, the pressure contribution to th© total force
acting on th© mirror is only at most time delayed with th©
maximum wher© 1 is th© spatial extent of th© interference
region®
It is worthwhile to stress th© applicability of (615)
and (627)® They are independent of th© direction of polariza¬
tion of th© incident and reflected beams and are
arbitrary9 and the final expressions are independent of them)
Thereforej no matter what type the mirror is 9 metallic or
dielectric, the result is the same® Furthermore, w© have not
made the assumption that at z= 0 in the derivation®
So, each of the two beams is free to locate at everywhere
on the surface, in other words, there can be interference
or not near the mirror surface Thore is also no need to
specify the time and spatial profile of the pulse All of
these independences are reasonable because balancing: the
momentum change of light and generating acoustic wave should
not depend on the details of th© infinite largo mirror except
the requirement that it is a perfect light and acoustic
reflector
66 Short Pul s©
In practice an infinite large mirror is unphyoical
but such an approximation is valid when the pulse length
is much shorter than th© dimension of the mirror However9
this is not the sufficient condition,, since one must also
consider th© time scale which is overlooked elsewhere
(Poierin, 1976, 19775 Brevik, 1979).
The geometry of th© mirror for simplicity is assumed
to be a circular plan© mirror with radius a Then the distance
a4 cos© is ths shortest distance between the beams and the
rim of the circular mirror As long as time considered exceeds
th© value 'a cos there is acoustic wave leaving
th© mirror and propagating backwards behind i.t 0 in general
This of course could not happen to an infinite large mirror
In view of that {6«16) should bo modified to bo
(628)
in order to regard the mirror to bo 'infinite' throughout
th© poriod of light reflection, W© assume d is much groator
than a.
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An alternative method to confirm the above argument
is to solve the equation
for evaluating the surface integral of P0. On mirror surfaces vZ =C
meansaE/z to be zero at fluid 20 Under the condition (6.28).
this boundary condition can be extended to elsewhoro at the
plane z=0. An image source behind the mirror is introduced,
to symmetrize P0 A similar step as (6.12) is taken, to
transform the surface integral at fluid 2 to at fluid 1.
The general solution of P0 is
of which the surface integral on mirror is
(6.28) make the surface integral (r a) to extend to cover
the entire plane z= 09 because the delta function keeps
the integrand vanishing when r goes beyond the radius r.
It is easily found that
which agrees with (6.21). Therefore, the final result is
just the same as that in the case of an infinite large mirror.
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6.7 Steady State
Steady state is defined as the situation when the pulse
length is very long or the time parameter T (end time of
integration) tends to infinity in a short pulse measurement.
Integrate (6,17) from infinite past to the value T.
As..T is large, let both electromagnetic and acoustic waves





on mirror surfaced Substitute the surface integral of (6.32)
into the time integral of (6.l5), to obtain
6.33)
The previous stated generality is still valid here: there
is no restriction on type of mirror used to derive (6.33).
This agrees with both Jones-Richards' s and Jones-Leelio
experimental results. Their time scales satisfy a steady
state conditions or precisely speaking, a long time period
such that the time average pressure behaves like that in
electrostatic case (6.33). Furthermore, Jones and Leslie
found the result does not vary with altering the plane of
polarization, is in agreement with tho theory This inter-
protation on steady state measurement is basically a general¬
ization of Gordon's (1973) to dispersive case and to clarify
the moaning of 'steady state'c Nevertheless, it is necessary
to point out that the condition E= 0 on tho surface of mirror
implies tho usefulness of M:Lnlcowok 1? s momentum( i e the
mirror balances) in non-dispersive medium at all time, as
stated by Gordon (1973) is not suggested by the theory
presented here. The expression (6.33), stressed again,
is only th© long time averaged value (impulse), oven if
E vanishes on the mirror surface
We concluded that th© final impulse (tqo) imparted
to a reflector is (6 33)9 no matter the pulse is a long
one or a short one® It is also independent 011 the details
of tho mirror® This impulse cannot be interpreted as th©
momentum of light® Approximation of regarding the mirror
to bo'infinite largo' is only valid in particular sense
(6.28) However, th© forco acting on the mirror is complicated
and time dependent, we give an approximate expression of it
in a particular case in the following section.
6.8 Approximate Fore Expression for a Small Mirror
Tho approximate form of tho time dependent forco on
a circular plane mirror with a long pulse is givon in this
section® This is relevant to experimental situation, e.g
mirror radius a
Ve return to the wave equation for P (4.4). substitut
into it and discard the much smaller term
to obtain a similar equation Tor P1
(6.34)
TI10 force on mirror (615) becomes
(6.35)
The first term corresponds to the steady state value9 but
we find a correction term proportional to P? The long
time integration on P9 must bo compatible with (633)9
to be equal zoro9 This can bo easily seen from the
general solution to( 6.34),
(6.36)
By integration by part, P, can be written as
and so
The distance between a source point rf and an observation
point r is where is the radial
vector on the mirror from its centre, is the central
direction of the beam. This narrow beam approximation is
justified to surface integrated effect when the mirror radius
a is considerably largor than the beam width.
Practically§ The dielectric is confined within a finite
region with typical dimension d, Remark on this will be made
at tho end of this chapter. In case of
(6.37;
where U(t3) is the energy flux of th© incident beam. We
have neglectod the interference term between tho incident
and reflected beams because it is multiplied by a sinusoidal
term which fluctuate rapidly in space over tho overlapping
region and canceXls in its volume integral, Th© surface
integral of P9 over th© surface of mirror is
(6,38
Further evaluation of (6„38) depends 011 the geo me try and
dimension of tho mirrorf and it is tedious to include all
the possibititios, Here9 we undertake the case of a small
circular mirror. Its 5 smalines3? is described by the
parameter cK 9 depending on tho radius a
Giving up terms higher than second order of c{ 9 one gets
where
We suppose a gauosian form of
By virtue of (6®35)s the downward fore© on the mirror as a
function of is found to b©
(6ok0]
where
Th© second term of (600) is proportional to Jt and is a
a correction term to the first cno It retains the property
of vanishing after long time integration since U(t) dt a o
In particular9 the stuns (Gradsliteyn and Ryzhik 1963)
and
giv©
g(0) o ln2— 1
The brace bracket terra in (64O) is plotted against
to a particular cases 0© 01 p and© a 0°( graph 6© 1]
Its shape (curve is basically givon by the ©von function
and because of th© proportional constant
this function becomes more dominant for a greater angle of
incidence or a smaller The time dependent detailed
structure of I is discernible only th© sensitivity of the
detector is up to the order of with respect to measure¬
ment of the terra and has a resolving
power of th© order of th© pulse length© Otherwise an averaged
value will be resulted just as th© situation of Jones®s
.experiments«
Graph 61 Curve.; (In2- ln001+ Oe5j
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6 9 Remarkg
To complete the presentation,, a few points arc supple¬
mented
(l) As we have pointed that the boundary of the dielectric
may have some influence on the measurement The condition
(6l6) is introduced to make such effects to be neglected
in the derivation This is achieved when it is a, short pulse
experimentf the condition makes any acoustic signals
originating from the boundary separated In other realistic
situationf boundary effects can be minimized 9 so the dis¬
cussion is still applicable The methods include (i) A
particular geometry of th© boundary® to ensure any acoustic
wave propagating outward from th© mirror does not reflect
back towards it (ii) Special choice of geometry and type
of mirror® eg a van© which measures torsional deflection As
its typical dimension is much smaller than th© distance
between it and th© boundary® any other reflected acoustic
wave arriving at it is approximately constant throughout
its surface
The Jones- Richards and the Jones—Leslie experiments
satisfied both of them
(2) Other optoacoustic effect may mask the transient
characteristics if the liquid is light absorbing Temperature
increase due to energy absorptionin illuminating region causes
expansion® and hence generates acoustic waves In case of
low optical absorption® the R,H,Se of the wave equation for
the function P( or P®) has an extra term
where is the frequency dependent absorption coefficient
is th© thermal coefficientp c is the specific heat at
constant pressure and I is th© intensity of light (Lai and
Young, 1982) In order to subdue this effect9 fluid must bo
chosen to be free from any absorption at the frequency
concerned Howevor, this optoacoustic signal does not
contribute to long time integrated fore© on a test body©
(3) To visualize a vacuum like thin layer on the surface
of mirror is only for our convenience On© can approach the
calculation by other ways, ©g0 th© second term in th© R»H0S
of (613) can be derived from th© Helmholtz stress tensor
if is recognised as the function
Appendix
Evaluation of th© Energy Density in Dispersive Medium
V© assume the medium is non-magnetic and has no free




From (Al) and the Maxwell ©quationsp one gets th© time
averaged energy debsity u to b©
The spectral distribution of is peaked around An
evaluation similar to that in section 3«3 is taken9 to get
An alternative derivation is to apply (Al) to a vacuum-
dielectric boundary® Let S_. 9 and S_ be the incident
th© reflected and the transmitted energy flux density




u is found thus®
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